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Abstract

- Y*t contemporary cornputer aided building design (CABD) systems airn ro offerdraughting ond perforlrnnce appraisal through 
"t-.auãn""a graphil interface. At the':ïij,i"I""ä üîï::;,î;

cær and performance arrributes, r, ,h::¡"1"" Íî:tårr,", o 
uilding's other

This paper describes the evolution of building energy models: From the early ha4dbookmethods t-o today's comprehensive thermodynamiclim,rrãiorr. ¡, an;;;õi;;ihe form andcontent of one advanced model - the ESP-iystem (oarke 1985) devel"p"i"itnu universityof Strathclyde - is described in terms of iú theoù, accuracy. user interface and relevancein a design contexl
Finally, the paper outlines the deficiences of the present generation and describes theresearch now underway in Europe and North America to bring abou¿ a next generation

energy model architecture.
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IntroducLion
In the field of building design, the development of CABD has been underway for trvent.y

years or so (lvficchell 19-17). During this time the economic factor has ensured that the
draughLing function has received much attenr,ion by system Vendors and is now becoming
well established in the marketplace. Software to aid in the design Process, on the other
hand, is much less developed. The complexity of design, stemming from its multi-variate
naLurg makes it difficult to devise a compurer based approach which would perform well
and be generally accepted in practice. One aspect of the design activity has received much
aÉtention howeven The appraisal of building performance throughout lhe design Process
(Maver 1982). Here powerful, computer-based models are created to represent the range of
cæÇ perfoûnance and visrral impact issues of importance in design From life-cycle cost
es¿imates àt the outline propæal stage; through realistic visualisations of the desigo prior to
construction; to comprehensive evaluations of building and plant energy performance. At
the present time a demand is is steadily growing for systems which Possess boLh the
appraisal ond draughting functions. And in responsg Vendors have appended appraisal pro-
grams to their proprietary draughting packages. The resulting CABD system is then,
increasingly, offered on an inexpensive micro or on personal workstations t¡tilising 32 bit chip'
technology and staÈe+f-the-art bit-mapped displays. 

)

The energy appraisal system described in this paper - knowrr as IESP - is 'one of a

number of systems developed at the ABACUS CABD Unit at the University of Strathclyde.
Together, these syste*. áUow the predicrion of a building's cost,'pérformance and visual
actributes at the schematic and detailed stages of the building design Process.

Energy Modelling
Traditionally, building and HVAC system designers have relied on a myriad of manual

calculation methods as the basis of component (bullding and planc) selection at the dr=ign
stage. These methods are based on numerous emþiri-cal siniptiñcations and, in many cases,

are confined to the steady state calculation domain, In view of the complexity of a building's
energy sub-systerr¡ the usefulness of such a¡l approach is now being seriously questioned by
many designers and researchers. Figure I highlight¡ this complexity and is reproduced here
as a concise statement of the modelling chálleàge" , ' ' ,

Model Evolutiori

The evolution of building energy models is.s!¡mmarised in the following tabie.

The.building, ptant and.control elemenis'can,be vie-rved.as phy;ical regions of. vastly
different ti¡ne coktãncs, with comple4 spariEl arid temporal interaetions. For examplê, timle
varying boirnda\: conditions cause cornplex transierrt effegts; cont ly tem-
porät .rra 

"usenäalty 
non-lineàç heat and máss transfers- are ine nterac-

lions between regions of different'time conitants pæe fundarne iculcies.

Superimpæ"¿ onlnii are tlie time'de¡ænrtent, per'haps non-linenr- flow-pachs themsel,ves. '-

Ttre proùtem is à. truly integrateå and dyr"âmic òne, 
'requirìng 

mor,lelling techniques .wiri"h'
respect the laws o'f thermodynamius and caus:ility. , '

, lsL-GenerhÈlon

DifllþlL lo,içrterprel,.,

ilndicative

Aþplication limited

Eâsy to use

increaòi4g

it('
Ëeneiat-ioh2nd Dynamics importan!

SLi¡l análytical \

Still piecemeal i
Suitable for low order

I

Handbook orientaìed

Analytieal in loímuldtion

As simpliñed ì! pottitt.'
Piecqmeal in approach .
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Field problem aPProach

Requiring numerical methods

Integrated view of energY

sub+ystem
Suitable for high order

problems wich Limc variacion

HeaL & mass trarrsfer considered

BeLter user in¿erface

and partial CABD integration

-lt -

proUtems wir.h Lime invariancc

3rd Generauion

vls-a-v Ls

the
real

world

leading to

sce nexL table

lst Generqtion

TradiLionally, building designers have relied on a es to

quanlify building performJnce at the design stage' The with

such techniques, regarded by many as theicimãte tools Cen-

eration'handbook' apProacú - inUuaing comPuterised manual methods - is piecemeal' ir\

achieve an estimaLe of long term energy requir
icaL embodying many siÃplifying asìumptions to permiL their formulation in the first

instance. Tñe 
"ppro"ãtr 

¿o". not attempt ù faithfully-repreqent the actual energy and mass

flow-paths whi;È occur in real buildings. In-stead tire intention is to Provide the designer

with an indication of performance. Such methods afe easy to apply but' difficult to interpret

since the designer is required to appreciate the aPPlication limits of each calculation type'

taking into account the compl.x ttl-"ystem inteiàcLions- by relying on her/his exPerience'

This implies the need for expert knowledge on the part oC.

real rvo;ld flow-paths and interactions are degraded or i
rxamPle, the
occurs in th

of the Past decade has been to raise model

w-paths and the observable interactions'

2nd Generatíon

In the mid-7Q's a 2nd Generation aPProach emerged- Now the remPoral asPecL of

energy flow began to receive attentioq paiiicularly in the case of long time constant ele-

ments such as multi-layered wall, roof ànd floor constructions' The underlying calculation

merhodology was scill piåcemeal and analytical in na-tur:, for example cime (Stephenson and

Mitalas tíåZ¡ o. fr"q..n"y (Mackey .r,á W.ight 19'14) domain response funccions may be

*"¿ ao ob¿âín the enveloie'ì dynamic resPorìse to climalic scimuli, weighting factors or

remairis relatively low bec¿use of the inhere

applied to the flow-paths For example, the
.ãà its plant, if included' will be treated in
radiative heat transfers are usually tim
improvement on lsL Ce¡leraÈion models, a nu

Building Energy SimulaLion: The State-oF-the-Art
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large mainframe Processing and the creatiön of e.rtensive inpul daca sets po6es an insur-mountable barrier to most designers. .\nd the complete absencL of appropriate user interface
e model developers and the
ce 2nd Genera¿ion models in
improve the quality of the

3rd GeneraLion

ation
hieve
table

strong couplings between components.
for the ffrst time, and there has been

ing the'4tl1 Generatiori'developmehrs now ''
c3ntínr¡es'with a descrfption of one 3rd

ESP: A ThiréGenerationExemplar ? .,.) | ., j
As shown in Figure 2, ESP Ë a rnulti-modulesystein which.perrnits an appráisal of theenergy performance of existing or propæed-building desigris, itt.otpo..ti¡g ir-äi¿ì"."r,."a7"¡

advanced ênergy featurs. - .-, , ., ., . .:. . ;;

designer to'focus'oì.rp.*.j!ç.iss{es sdch as'êontt'ol and comfort. The follcjWing tâble lists the,iinput data.reqtriryi,þy gSe to eiiåbteiiìch ån "n"fyr;. 
--"-:,-: ,. :: - .,

';j . 
'ri ... . ..,.j .).;

I
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Category Item

General Sile details

Oimatic time series

Building Ceometry

Gnstn¡cLion
Operacion

Leakage disLribution

PlanL Components

Conncctions

Cont rols FuncLiorrs

Loops

Simulation Periods

ConlrainIs

Obviously much "l !h: data may be difficult to obtairl especially at the earlier stages
of the design Process. This is not necessarily a juscification for asimplification of the larvs of
thermodynamics so that a model cân be develõped which operates with a reduced. data set-
An alternative possibilicy is to retain the bes¿ rep-r-es_en¿a¿ion of reality - a high integrity
model - an4 instead, to generate the complete ãata set from whatever information the
designer can offer at any stage. This approach lays emphasis oo intelligenc design tools as
opposed Lo simplif ed design tools In the former case a knowledge base is-establish;d to sup-
plement the informa[ion supplied by the designer (see later).
Theoretícal Bos¡s of ESP

ESP uses a numerica_l method (Clarke 1985) to solve the various equation types (alge-
braic, ordinary differential and partial differentiål) which are usd to repiesent the heat and
mass balances within buildings. For each real-world energy flow-path (às shown in the pre-
vious figure), ESP has a corresponding mathematical model. \(ithin a simulatiorL this
numerical method ensures thac all modelled flow-paths eyolve simultaneously to fully
Preserve the important spatial and temporal relationships. The sysrem is non-building typ!
specific and can'handle any plant system as long as the ,r""orâry component mo¿ef ãre
installed in the plant components' database Comp-onents, if missing. 

".r, 
ù" added:by a user

so Lhac they become available for selection to defiãe a multi-componlnc planc networ-k. 
_

In addition to the usual energy analysis features (causal breakdorvns, plant sizing,
comforL assessment, condensation checks, and the like), ESP is e<¡uipped to hanále the speJ
tral analysis of glazing systems, the time varying uctions, iolar,
ray tracing, pressure and buoyancy induced air m buted control
systems. A conceptual explanation oftthe model's go something
like

ESP accepts a building/plant description in terms of 3-D geometry, construction, usage
and control The conùinuous system is then made discrece by division iåco many small, flnite
volumes of space - perhaps as many as 10,000 for a medlurn sized building. These ffnite
volumes represent the various regions of the building and plant rvithin and belween which
energy and mass can flow. Throughout a simulation, ESP relies on state-spoce equaticns to
track the energy and mass belance for all ffnile volumes as they evolve rlr,d". the influence
of the system boundary conditions (climace & control) and the constrainÈs imposed by the

Building Energy Simulation: The SLate-oF-bhe-ArI
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inter- and. intra-volume links (resistance & capacitance). This technique ensures thaÈ all
regions of the building are correctly connected across space and time and so any excitaLion

ec some point in space or time will have the correct causal effect. Volume time constants

are tracked dynamically and staLe-.space equations adjusted between Pure implicit and

mixed implicit/explicit to ensure solution stability. The following table lists the finite
volume, state-space formulations currenLly active wichin ESP'

building-ide

Processes

t ¡ansient conduction

buoyancy driven surf ace

convection

pressure & buoyancy driven

air ûow

facade & site induced shading

shortwave radiaLion

solar mapping to inlernal
geomeLrT

insernal and external long-
wave r'adiaLion

casual inpuLs

planL+ide
componenLs

boiler

radiator
hoL waLer cylinder

pipe

PUfnP

cooling coil

heating,coil -
humidifier
mixing box

fan
ducL

solar collector

heat exchanger

thermal store

conLro[+ide
eþmenLs

serì¡iofs

actuaLors

conLrol laws

components

under developmenù

heat wheel

heat pump

heat purnp

chiller

corrling tower

And the system's modular structure allows the addition of new models or the rePlâcement of

existing ones. .
Validity of ESP

lvfany model users do not yeL appreciate the compleities of large scale energy model

validation Indeed it is probably irue thal absolute declarations of valiclity rvill never be pos-

sible. This is because the dala used to clescribe the problem is iLself srrbject to greaL uncer-

tainLy. And because the combinatorial links betrveen input assumpbions, logic representa-

tiors, mathematical techniques and oucput interpretaticns is very large. It is now, wiclely

recognised thar confidence levels can onty be improved by developing verificalion mechodolq-

giesãnd by repeatedly undertaking stuiies which aim to verify cliscrete asPects ol a model

Building Errergy Simul'ation: The State-of -the-Art



been examined extensively in a UK collab
ogy (SERC/BRE 19
and Cools 1986) in
o critically test E

ESP's User Interface

rograrn, driven by menu command selection-
d a mainframe environment wich an attached

duction of advanced interfaces and the inco
within models such as ESp. The following tabl
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An appropriate
comPuLrng

environment.

32 bil nricro
high capaciLy hard disk
ßoppy/tape unit
larç RAM

ethernecfFS232

bit-mapped, high resolucion screen
window menager
proo8ra mmable keyboard

Unix operaring system

cg SUN3, APOLLO DN32O,

lvlG-200

An advanced

graphics

l/O capabiliLy

rcons

perspective displays
menurnt

And the incorporaLion of
a degree ol inüeltigence

wilhin the applicaLion

protram with respect to
problem specificaLion and
performance

dynamic delaults
form fill<uc
perlormance met hodologies

knowledge bases

ESP is now operaÈional
prices) v/ith a greatly impro
dynamic defaults and the lik
mencd which seek to transfor
approaches to the des.ign of a building energy ilibs are being ¡pragmatic approact¡ is currently opei.riona! the other, a ñrore fundamental approact¡ is inÈhe early development stage

Building Energy Simulation: The State_of,_the_Art
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A Pragmatic Approach to an Energy ikbs

In essence this approach involves the use of the Unix Command Interpreter or Shell
(Bourne 1982) as a pseudo expert system shell Scripts are designed to coordinate the oPera-
tion of ESP and other objects (programs) against the rules and relations of particular Per-
formance assessmenL methodologies (Clarke 1986). Script rules, although hard-wired, can

be replaced by the designer at Script invocatioru Within a Script, ESP and other relevant
objects act together to perform set operations as a function of the in-built rules. The com-
putational pai.h to be followed at any stage in the Script will depend on the performance
data to emerge at run-time and on the embodied rules. Each Scripl can be viewed as a

design assistant The performance ¿rssessment and program operation knowledge is known to
the assistanü the designer is free to focus attention on design decision making. The Scripts
are developed to operate on personal workstations offering a bit-mappd display controlled
by a window manager.

To demonstrate the pæsibilities and the technique, one ESP Scrip! is described here.

Its purpose is to undertake a comfort analysis with the following missioru

. To determine an appropriate simulation boundary condition by selecting a climatic col-
lection with a severity rating matched to the building's geographical location and func-
tion

. To initiate and control the simulalion processing over a period of time determined as a
function of severity criteria

. To seek out building zones \Mhich are uncomfortable according to user specified (or
default) c¡mfort criteria

. To present statistics on the prevailing comforÈ levels.

. To determine che cause of the problern

. To initiate a sensitivity study, focrrsing on thè câusal energy flow paths, ancl to so rank
order the options for design intervention

. And to provide a comprehensive report on comfort performance, including problem
causes and potential cures.

Firstly, the Script uses the ESP climate module clm (see previous figure), and a rule on
the relationship between climatic severity and building type to determine a meaningful
climasic conle.rt. Then sim is used to conduct a detailed simulation against this climatic
influence. Secondl¡ comfort statistics are recovered, zone-by-zone, and rank ordered in
terms of function-related criteria- Th;s is done using thg Unix awk process Perf'ormance
data (frequency of occurence, temperature proñles, etc) on the worst zone offertders are
then output. Thirdly, the cause of any discomfort is investigated_by analysing energy bal-
ance information, always following the worst car¡sal flow-pat.h at each branch point. Lastly,
a sensitiviry analysis is commissioned to determine the nlost productive design inter'vention
strategy. In effect, a Script is the controller for a particular automaled appraisal, possess-

ing Lhe knowledge on how to concurrently process ESP programs and Unix tools. It is also an
eleccronic representation of application knowledge such as appropriate coorfort indices (SET,

PPM end PMV) anrt their subjective mappings.

When invoked, this Script, after a computacio¡ral effort which will depend on the com-
pleúty of the builciing and the lengthnf the required simulation, will produce a screen image
of the form of ffgure 3.

The fotlorving table lists the Scripts no,.v available to drive ABACUS PrograÍìs.

Heating and cooling planL sizing
Climar ic scverity ass€ssment.

Plant control strat?Ðr appraisal

Condensa!ion analysis

Comf or! investigat ion.

Building Energy SimuLaLion: The State-of-the-Art
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Enerry requirements and causal breakdown.

Solar utilisaLion

Air flow analysis

Perspeclive view generaLion

Cost-in-use
Regulalions compliance

A number of additional Scripts are also under development which aid in the building
description process. Here the aim is to match Scripts to different building types and levels of
knowledge. For example, one Script might accept a simple descriptíon of a passive solar
building and generate the full data set as required by ESP. Anocher Script might accept a
detaited description of an air handling unit" adding its orvn typical office description to allow
a meaningful plant appraisal

A Detailed Approach to on Energy ikbs

Although the Script technique outlined previously offers an intelligenL interface to
energy simulation, it suffers from three fundamental limiÈations. Firstly, it is constrained
to the performance appraisal aspect of the problen¡ it does not, for example, address the
problematic issues surrounding data preparation in the face of uncertairrty. Secondly, each
Script is considered as an inclependent design assistant. This implies that the user must be
able to coordinate Scripc selection and to acL as the overall integrator. And thirdly Scripts do

not allow 'Why do you ask ?' LyW responses They have no real understancling of Lhe system
they address; they are merely clever prescriptions.

It would obviously be attractive to design an ikbs which could act as an expert consul-
tant, recognising the rrser's plar¡ commissioning simulations and reporting back oo overall
performance. This is the goal of the next version qf..'Èhe ESP_ system Such a development is

now the subject of a SERC collabo¡'ative project (MacRandal 1986), What is envisaged is the
system architecture sholn in figure 4.

lläii]""-n.*;;-t*'l
l(requiråmeats) - ,
L------------ {

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
t
¡

Figure 4 Archit.ecture
of an Intelligent Front End

Knorvledge

Base

A central blackboard exists to manage information traffic Each module of the system
can examine this cerrter for relevanL information posting results where appropriate.

The lrnowledge base, implemented in Prolog, holds bot.h application knowledge (con-
cerning building physics) and modelling knorvledge (deñning simulation strategies).

User

lvlode!

Planner

(antcgy
gcocr:troo )

nceptua

BLA.CK BOARD
Dialogr-re

Handler

Package

Handler

Knorvledge Hendle
ßuilding
IVfodel
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The dialogue hqndler is the user conurlunication mechanism This controls the consul-tation session. allowing a user to volunteer information, to redirect the systems line ofinquiry, or to make'why do you wan¿ to know ?' type resporìses to the systems prompts.
The ikbs will possess more than one user mode|. For each u-ser type - archilecr,

engineer, energy mo'deller, student, etc - at least two categories, naive .ná proficient, areenvisaged

The user plan recogniôion module exists to incerpret the user's objectives and co gen-erate a list of performance assessments which will meet these.

. The plonner provides the complementary function, namely the generation of a list ofsimulation requests which match the required performance assessments.
The building data set which describes rhe building problern

These data can co if available or from the knowleag" u.s" in theform of dynamic d on the r¡ser dialogue.
And, lastly, there is the ESP handler which extracts the data from the building modeland planner to permit rhe simulations.

Deflciences of the Current Generation

tems for building energy simulation are a mix
tems which, with continuing refinement over
CABD systerns and seek to replace the tradi_
wing number of pracÈirioners, educacionalists

ways to cost-effecLively apply these systems
hile this new technology offers sophislicated
es which will restric¿ future reflnemenÈs to

inll_user base. For examplg any existing
oI the following.

' The software structure is often ertremely inffexible and unyielding. The program will
have been conceived in a now outdated m.ðhirr" environment - probably batch oriented,possibly with card inpul This means that the strucrure is monôlithic, imposing
extreme management and updating difficulties

' To date it has not been possible to formulate a common approach to the simulationproblem Funding policy and the ever present compelition within and between theprivate and public sector has served only t.o stifle intår-organisation collaborarion. Theresul¿ is that each system has customised I/o procedures and unique internal struc-ture' Physical models are different in each "ùe "" are linliing þrotocols, necwork
rePresentations, theoretical emphasis and so on This sicuacion is ãuviousty divisive andgenerates li¿tle confidence in the developments taking place ;._,

ts, but coding amateurs. The software struc_
owledge inextricably bound to lhe source code.
ours the separation of. the domain spedific.
This is a fundamental prerequisite of intelli-gent knowledge based systems which if disregarded, can become a serious barrier tosoftware evolution..For example, wich existinfsystems it is often difficult to upgrade

heat transfer algorithms since tÌris -"y ,"quir" ih. d"t"iled knowledge of data struc-
tures, internal memory and the side effectsof one change on the rest of lhe software
package' lvlore elaborate modiflcations, such as substituting one numerical incegraLion
scheme for another, are aL presenc intractable problenrs.

' lvfan) of the curr-ently available systerns are of unacceptably low integrity. In Lhe pur-suil of a simplified design tool, many real world flow-paths 
-may 

have been
oversimplified or omitLed, and the issuå of causality has no[ been addressed. An
unsuspecting user is then left to struggle with the inaclequacies of a model which has
unacceptably degraded the laws of thermodynamics in the name of model reduction.

Building Enerqy Simulation: The SLate-of-the-Art
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The whole issue of model validity and end-use appropriateness is only now becoming

better appreciated

And ñnally, there exists no clear s¿atement on long term objectives and task sharing
developments. As a consequence many existing systems are not well tailored since each

authoi organisation has been forced to address every element of the problenu I/O, heat
transfer theory, database design and management, solution techniques, software
structure, validation, documentation, ete It is clear that no single organisaÈion will
possess the necessary expertise in all areas. Each system is then promoted in a manner
which implicitly undermines the development effort expended on its contemporaries.

.This is clearly an intolerable situation and one which serves only to fragment the
development communiLy.

The Future
If the challenge is to overcome these problems is accepted, then the time is right to

devise a plan of action which will allow effective communiLy wide collaboration and focus our

energies toward next generation pæsibilities for building energy modelling. By observing

developments in computer science generally, and past model evolution in particular, it is pos-
sible to ancicipate the future. Completing the previous table

4th Generation Full CABD integraLion

More advanced numerical methods

lntelligenL knowledge based

ObþL-orientated soltware archit ectu¡t

t
Feedback loop

1

PredicLive

Generalised

Easy to r.rse

It is evident that there is no single evolutionary path leading to 4th Ceneration models

and beyond Instead, the promise of the future is irrþ,plu¡eJisr¿ Highly focr:sed models liv-
ing beside generalised oneq fl¡st principle approaches interlinked with the empirica[ and an

explosion of aoproaches in pursuit of intelligent knowledge based systems. From this
viewpoint stems an axiom for the futurs We must be able to construct models of arbitrary
complexity from ¿he same corpus of procedural primitives. This is the only way to fc¡ster
statrof-the-arL and facilitate the technology transfer Process.

At the preserrt time there are several software engineering trends which are

influencing the way in which future mo<lels will be construcced There is the move to an

object-orienLared programming environment Lo provide belter moclularicy, the emergence of
better software tools and methodologies for program proving, the general availabilily and

consolidation of means for providing more effective user interfaces, and the current shilt
away from funccional only programs to prograrns which embody a degree of human-like
intelligence.

These are the thernes which have come together in the Energy Kernel S¡'sÈem (eks)
projecr now being pursued, collaboratively, by research groups in Europe and North America.

The Energy Kernel SysLern

The eks (Clarke 1987b) is a software/hardware environment which allorvs the con-
struction of a program from pre-existing objects which iepresent accredited techniques in a
particular application fleld. lt is a program CevelopmenL environment. offering a high degree

of flexibility and encouraging, through the ease with which new techniques can be inLegratal
rvith she old, state-of -the-art developments. The specific gools of the eks are:

. To permit a free êvolution of aiternative modelling methodologies.

. To enable and encourage collaboration between model developers, ancl beÈween develop-

ers and end-users.

BuiJ.ding Energy Simulation: The State-of-the-Art
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' To promote state-of-the-art developments through ease of integration.

' To separate daca structures, calculacion procedures and application knowledge.

' And to remove the burden of machine portabiiity and other hardwareþoftware prob-
lems from the model builder.
The e.ks accepts a specification of any modelling sysrem in terms of the ob.iects whichcomprise it and the inter-object linlis. A multi-ob¡ect prog.am is then 

"t""Àir"¿ and out-put as source or executable code for some target mâchine. \l,tril" the elrs is targeted for lowc , it will generate programs which can run within oiher machineê sbjects is merely the controller for the oÈhers. I¿ defines ther the features it will offer. fünsider figure 5 which shows the ele-ments of the ejls.

Figure 5 The Energy Kernel System

a It is construcred to define the objects and
gram A proposed program is decomposed ,-,

ed by an object. An object is therefore a
erform.a single, usually small, task. It has

the temprare's job ro represenr borh tn" ou¡1*1"'ü'iî:".i.:t;lå:ïT;::",i:J
which are required. This is done via a commanã syntax which permits the definiLion of
multiple inter-object data links and supports object clusteringio form macro objects.
Although model developers can develop completely new templates from scracch, it is
also possible to modify e.risting on"r. in thii wa¡ cemplates will evolve so thac future
systems can more easily build on their previous generations. Indeed it is likely thar the
principal mechanism for software transmission in f'uture will be by temilatq The
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received template being passed to the eks at the remote siLe Since each local Kernel
can be given- machine specfic information (see the harnes description), problems of
machine compatibility can be largely overcome

The template is passed to the harness which then constructs the Program, outputing
it in the form of a multi-object model, expressed as source or executable code. This È
done by transferring the selected objects from the objecL's library, and automatically
generating the control objecc which wilt c¡ordinate data traffic at program run time.

The output from the harness is therefore a program targeted for a speciñc machine.

While ¿he e^f,s itself is designed to operate only on low cæt workstations utilising the
Unix operating systern the programs it generates can be targeted for any machine as

long as the harness is designed to generate an appropriate object controller.

Objects exists to hold the working primitives which are manipulated by the Kernel.

These are organised by standard file classification as defined by the Unix operating sys-
rerru ThaL is, placed in a directory struccure and classiffed by type. All objects have a

corresponding manual entry so that documencation is on-line And the source code is

available for all public domain objects.

Objects would Likely be writcen in c, or c*+ because of the latter's inheritance feature,
superior type checking the ability to operator qverload and the fact that compilation
produces srandard c code. When objects are ereated their input and ouLput data is

arranged inLo s¿ructures, each one containing a data type. Objects are then connected

by couplings structures as required Any scructure can simply be discarded if not
required This rneans that well designed objects can be used in a number of different'
applications. If a particular data structu¡'e is noL exactly as required, then a fflter
object will be needed to co¡nbihe the elements of the strucÈure, discard some elements

orio.r.nge their order. Special purpæe filters will be installed in the Keînel for this

PurP6e. - "_-

lvfany useful objects already exist within contemporary modelling systenrs. And much

additional software conlinues to emerge as existing.codes are extended or new develop-

ments pursued The flrst task is to extract this knowledge from existing mo'deils, rer--

.*presr it- as self-cóntained, logicall¡'independent entities, and lo place these witliin
the e.ks. Focusing on existing prograÍìs has the merit that the entire modelling
methodology is <leñned and ca.st.in,a f,r¡nctirlrial form understood by all contemporary
rncdellers. C,ornmencing wiSh the developrnen,t;of entirely new objeccs,;targeted. for:a '

ne\M program, architect-ure, would incu¡.. the danger that the metho<lology' would' be

debateci rather than Lhe role of the eJrs in building iL "As an example the following.
table lisis the range of objects which could be i:eadily f,reed from a systern'such as'ESP;'

Obþctrtype ' '' Exanrflei

Geometry Areaq volumeq angles sun position;

shading insolation¡'sþecular. diffuie
ànd rifT-Spectrlar"'lie.,v factors; per"-'

spect ires

Psychrometrics: time consLants;

dimerrsional groupin gs

Climate Severit y. assessmentl prediction; curve

ñlting ;tatbtics: interpolalion and

exrrapolation; manipulaLion.

a
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Object type Examples

Longwave radiatiort short-wave radi-
aLion; surface convect ioq sky tern-
pcretur?. comlort: air flow; moisturc;
window speccral behaviour.ì, control
volume conservation equaLions.

HeaL Trarrsfer

Sparse malrix melhods suoer-maLrix
corrstruc¡.ion and partit ioning scaling
and pivoting ñniùe difference
tra¡¡sformaLions Newton-Raphson;
Trapczoidal integratioç Taylor scrias
expansions Lime-scep cont rol

Numerics

Heal transfer models: conLrol lawq
maLrix topolory concrol

General

File manatemÊnL; erTor t rappin6
graphics natilics menuing rerminal
(colour) drivers. database f ormacring

Data and I/O

InüelligenL mènuing icorrs perfor-
mance assqssment n¡les.

mmi & ikbs

By acting in this way, there is no attempt to prescribe or limil nerv models to the
architecture of che presenc generatiorl fnstead, it is the intention that the eks can
reProduce eisting models so thaL these can serve as a srarting poinL for model evolu-
tion for those who do not wish to follow an entirely new course.

. An objecL dictionary holds object definiiion ànd ä desóription of data I/O. The former
is a statement drawn up by an objec¿'s author to cover ãapability, theory and limita-
tions. The latter is the definition of the object's data structures, defined by several' tyPe classificalions (constant or variable; integer, float, cornplex or characteç physical
numerical.or fflteç temperature or enthalpy; and so on).

.-..

It' is important to note that the Kernel has no knowledge of the applicarion; .il can
make no assumptions about the forrn or capability of any model ;Insteed,'it;allows the con-
struction of ony modelling-approach subjecc onty to the availability of suitable objects. For
this reason. objects are noc constrained to conform to any parLicular forrnac.'They',are
self-cûntained entities which, exist,'only to,operate on data- There is no direct communication
between them There is no direct communicacion beLween objects. Data structure connec-
tion is only symbolic; all objects receivin!.dala'from, 

"nã 
reiLrnlng ii to, the controller at

run-time.
An eks Cenerated Program.aq Runliimä'. , .

The eks is a model builder. Il'is an efficien¿ wäy to develop and maintain CABD, and, in
particular, energy Prograrns. At run-time, a program will n9t_,app9ar any different from a
Program developed by conventional methods. A uier will simily.int.ôiact with the interface
(whether good or bad) as deñned by the program's template. Within the machine things will
be radically differenL however. When the program is invoked rhe first task is to load the
control object. This in turn loads the remaining objects comprising the enrire program and
escablishes the data space which corresponds to the given probierrl The controller then
schedules these objects based on a dato fow orchitecture. In this scheme, a data neÈwork
topology is continually scanned. When an object's input data sLructures are ready, the data
is pls¡ed to the object. This action activaces the objàct rvhich performs its funccion, passing
back its output daLa structures before suspending itsclf. )

BuiJ,ding Energy SimuLabion: The State-of-the-Art
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AdvanLages of the eks APProach

The modular approach offered by the el's provides a fledble framework for future
model developmenC, iåsting and managemenc. For example, no single organisation need be

experc in all areas in ordeito formulate a whole-building model On the other hand' anyone

who wishes can undertake the development of either general or special PurPose whole- or

part-building models r.rsing the software primitives and the harness' New capabilities' in

ih" forrn of ãdditional soflware primitives, can be added as they are developed and Proven

Modelting methods - detailed .rrd g"tt"t"l, micro and macro - cân be rnixed within one com-

putationãl environmenc, and or, 
"u"r, 

be changed at run-time. Models can be cons¿ructed

ïfri"t rçreserrt the entire building systern; frcm form and fabric, to the systerns' plant and

control action Alternatively, a decoupling can be introduced aL any interface to facili¿ate

theoretical examination or rnodel reduction- Mixed one, two, and three dimensional schemes

will be possible for the case of transient conduction modelling since more lhan one primitive

""r, "*Ët for any function And any external database system could be r¡sed to supply the

application data - a new'get' object is merely added-

Other research acr.ivities will continue as before The hope is that the elrs will act to

bring about resource sharing by making available the results of one grouP's labours to

anot-her group in the form of a new object- Individual grouPs will .co.ntinue 
to evolve

mathemaLical models of the components and sub-systçms found in buildings; to establish

and tesL solutioo techniques suitable for the integration of non-linear differencial equalions:

to develop advanced mai-m"chine interaction techniques and intelligenc knowledge=based

merhods for user communicacion; and to formulate methodological templates which define a

program's structure in terms of the many internal connecLions among its parrs' These are

itre activiries which the efts seeks to order and make available.

Technology T ransfer
In the uK, an energy modelling research and,qpplication club is being seL uP (clarke

l9B?, Bloomfield 198?b) fð address the issues of model use in practice. With a membership

drawn from public and private sector organisations and academi+ the Club mission rvould be

to critically åxamine thä relevance, reliability, applicability and modus operandi of currenL'

and in time, future, modelling systems. In North America a similar organisation - the Inter-
national Buüding Performance 

-Simulation 
Association (IBPSA) - has been _in_corporated 

to

pqrsue similar ob¡""tiur" The hope is that the international dimension of IBPSA will grow

so thac the possibllities:for simula[ion in the building design Process can be nurtured

Conclusions

A number of detailed energy simulaLion models have now emerged and the fust
actempts are being made to incorporate these inco existing CABD packages. With advances in

machine technolog-y, the performãnce/cæt ratio of these systems is rising rapidly and the

technology is becoming more available

ESP is an advanced energy model developed in the Universiüy sector. In addiLion to its, r" j

native, interact.ive graphics -o¿., the systèm can now be operated in expert mode' A i'

number of Scriprs hãve-been developed to åontrol ESP's program modules agains! rules which , r .

relate to particular performarr"" "iro"-ent methodoiogies. Each script is then equivalent' -.

to a desiin assistani, endowed with*knowledge of ESP and the application domain' The

shortcoming of this approach is that-the inceinal representation ol knowledge is primitive
and inflexible. to r"å"ay this, a more ambitious ikbs syscem is needed. Such a system is

now under developmenL.

To address s-ome of the problems aL a fundamentâl level, funding has now been

obrained in rhe UK (SERC, Ooe, öfn)) and the USA (DEn). This will allow the development of

a Kernel Sysrem foi tne conscruction of advanced ùuilding energy simulation models' This

development should facilitate the goal of a next generation model architecLure possessing

high lncegrity and easy to moaìf y as new f heories, incerf ace techniques' validaLion

BuiJ.ding fnergy SimulaLion: The StaLe-of-thc-Art
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